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Abstract: Distributed generation (DG) allows the production of renewable energy where it is con-
sumed, avoiding transport losses. It is envisioned that future DG units will become more intelligent,
not just injecting power into the grid but also actively improving the power quality by means of
active power filtering techniques. In this manner, voltage and current harmonics, voltage unbalance
or over-voltages can be mitigated. To achieve such a smart DG unit, an appropriate multi-functional
converter topology is required, with full control over the currents exchanged with the grid, including
the neutral-wire current. For this purpose, this article studies the three-phase four-wire split-link
converter. A known problem of the split-link converter is voltage unbalance of the bus capacitors.
This mid-point can be balanced either by injecting additional zero-sequence currents into the grid,
which return through the neutral wire, or by injecting a compensating current into the mid-point
with an additional half-bridge chopper. For both methods, this article presents a discrete time domain
model to allow controller design and implementation in digital control. Both techniques are validated
and compared by means of simulation results and experiments on a test setup.

Keywords: distributed generation; power quality; active power filtering; split-link converter

1. Introduction

Global renewable energy capacity reached 2533 GW in 2019, consisting of 1308 GW
hydropower, 622 GW wind and 585 GW solar [1], the remainder being marine, bio and
waste energy sources. Most hydropower sources are large installations with a high rated
power, e.g., the Three Gorges Dam station reaches a total of 22.5 GW. Wind turbines are
becoming larger as well, recently breaching the 10 MW barrier with the Vestas V164 and
the Siemens Gamesa 10.0–193 DD. In contrast, solar power installations are usually a
more distributed form of renewable energy production, as they are ideally suited for roof
installation. Hence, no particular land area or geographical conditions are required. Also,
PV installations are modular, i.e., the number of panels can be selected to achieve the
desired energy yield or power rating. For these reasons, photovoltaic (PV) installations
are a popular investment for households and small and medium enterprises. Photovoltaic
installations are the most popular form of distributed generation (DG), although micro
combined heat and power (CHP) units, small wind turbines and waste-to-energy systems
are suited as DG sources as well.

Distributed generation allows the production of renewable energy where it is con-
sumed, avoiding transport losses in the transmission and distribution grids. When com-
bined with a battery storage system, consumers can become more independent of the
distribution grid. Also, demand side management services can be offered for peak shaving,
reducing strong power fluctuations and peak loads. It is envisioned that future DG units
will become more intelligent. These smart DG units will not just inject power into the grid
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as is common practice today, but can also actively improve the power quality [2] or act
as a distributed power quality sensor, gathering data for the distribution system operator
(DSO) [3]. Their distributed nature and widespread in the distribution system makes DG
units ideal devices for local power quality improvement and an important asset in future
smart grids or microgrids. Moreover, as power quality issues such as voltage unbalance or
over-voltage can be mitigated, more renewable sources can be integrated in the distribution
system [4].

To achieve a smart DG unit capable of actively improving the power quality of the
grid, it must be equipped with an active power filtering (APF) functionality. Several APF
techniques use the neutral-wire current to compensate for voltage unbalance, over-voltage
or harmonics, e.g., the harmonic current compensation technique [5], the damping-based
droop control technique [6] or resistive harmonic voltage filtering [7]. To deploy these
active power filtering techniques in three-phase DG units, the use of a four-wire converter is
essential. Hence, an appropriate multi-functional converter topology is required to achieve
a smart DG unit. Ideally, this topology has full control over the currents exchanged with
the grid, including the neutral-wire current. Many converter topologies can be employed
for this purpose, i.e., the four-leg converter or the split-link converter, with or without
active balancing circuits [8,9].

Figure 1 shows the four-leg (top) and split-link (bottom) converter topologies. Both
topologies contain six IGBT or MOSFET switches, denoted S1 till S6, to form a three-phase
inverter. A three-phase low-pass filter is used to attenuate high-frequency switching ripples.
This filter consists of the three inductor coils Lf and the capacitors Cf, where the subscript f
stands for ’filter’. A four-leg converter has two additional switches to form a fourth leg,
connected to the grid’s neutral via an additional inductor. The split-link converter is an
alternative four-wire topology, where the dc bus capacitor is split to form a mid-point
where the neutral wire is connected directly.

Figure 1. Four-leg (top) and split-link (bottom) converter topologies.

Although the four-leg topology offers a better dc bus voltage use [10] compared to the
split-link converter, the control of the four-leg converter is complex, since the control of
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the three phases cannot be decoupled from the control of the fourth leg [11,12]. Also, EMC
problems have been reported with the four-leg topology due to parasitic capacitances [10].
For the above reasons, the split-link converter is deemed to be a more suitable topology for
smart DG units, as it has a simpler topology and control [13,14]. The challenge is to keep the
dc bus voltage equally shared between both capacitors, i.e., to balance this mid-point. This
balancing can be achieved by means of an additional control loop based on the injection of
zero-sequence currents [15,16], or by means of an additional active balancing circuit [10,17].
Both techniques have their advantages and drawbacks regarding ease of implementation,
circuit complexity, control dynamics and mid-point balancing effectiveness. This article
presents a discrete time domain model using the Z transformation for both mid-point
balancing techniques to allow implementation in digital control. Both techniques are
validated and compared, both in simulation and on an experimental setup.

2. Split-Link Converter Topology and Control

This section discusses the problem of mid-point balancing in split-link converters. An
overview of possible causes of mid-point unbalance is given, as well as an overview of the
possible solutions.

2.1. Problem Statement

The dc link of the split-link converter, as shown in Figure 1, consists of two capacitors
2 Cdc connected in series, resulting in a total bus capacitance of Cdc. The mid-point feeds
the neutral wire of the grid with a current In. Ideally, the total dc bus voltage Vdc is equally
shared between both capacitors, i.e., the upper capacitor voltage Vdc,u should equal Vdc,l.
However, there are a few possible reasons while the voltages deviate from this equal
balance in practice [15,17]:

• Unequal leakage currents of the capacitors
• Unequal capacitor values
• Unequal time delays during switching
• Asymmetrical charging during transients
• Current measurement errors

These issues can be solved by careful component selection or by using bleeder resistors,
which are placed in parallel with the bus capacitors and help to retain an equal voltage.
However, they consume active power and only compensate slow deviations due to their
large time constant. The above reasons are minor causes of mid-point voltage unbalance,
and usually result in a small deviation. In contrast, neutral-wire currents In have a large
impact on the mid-point voltage, and are thus the major cause of voltage unbalance [17].
The relation between the neutral-wire current In and the voltage Vdc,l on the lower capacitor
can be expressed as follows:

Vdc,l =
−1

4 Cdc

∫
In(t) dt =

−1
4 Cdc s

In(s) (1)

where s is the Laplace operator. An ac component in In results in an ac oscillation of the
mid-point voltage, which does not disturb the proper functioning of the converter as long
as it is limited. The capacitor value Cdc should be chosen large enough to confine this ac
component in Vdc,l. In contrast, a dc component in In has a considerable impact. Even a
small dc current can cause a fast increase and severe dc error in Vdc,l. This results in an
inevitable failure of the converter. For instance, a dc current of 50 mA with a total bus
capacitor of 1 mF creates a voltage deviation of −12.5 V/s. A dc current of 50 mA in the
neutral wire is realistic, and can, e.g., be caused by offset errors in the current measurement,
as will be shown further in this article.
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2.2. Origin of Neutral-Wire Currents

The origin and purpose of the neutral-wire current In needs further explanation. For
this, a simulation of a DG unit connected to a distribution grid will be performed using
Matlab/Simulink. All electrical components of both the distribution grid and the power
electronic converter are simulated by the Piecewise Linear Electrical Circuit Simulator
(PLECS) power electronic toolbox for Simulink. Figure 2 shows the simulated distribution
feeder. The voltage sources Vg on the left produce an ideal set of three-phase symmetrical
and sinusoidal voltages with a phase value of 230 V. The feeder contains a three-phase
resistive load Rload of 53 Ω. A DG unit is connected to the feeder, equipped with a four-
wire split-link converter. Table 1 shows the parameters of the split-link converter used
in the simulations. The renewable energy source is modeled as a dc current source Idc
feeding the dc link of the converter with a current of 6 A. At the end of the feeder, a
single-phase non-linear load (NLL) is connected. The non-linear load consists of a diode in
series with a resistance RNLL of 50 Ω, forming a half-wave rectifier, which can be found in
some consumer devices (e.g., hair dryers, two-level light dimmers and motor applications).
This serves as an example of a non-linear load that results in dc currents in the grid. The
resistance RNLL represents the heating resistance in a hair dryer or the light bulb in a light
dimmer circuit. Also, cycloconverters and photovoltaic inverters can cause dc currents in
the grid, especially if they are transformerless [18,19]. Between the devices on the feeder,
the grid impedances of the phase and neutral wires are modeled according to 30 m of
distribution cable of the BAXB type with an R/X value of 5.37. Table 2 shows the BAXB
cable parameters used in the simulations. The feeder currents before the DG unit are
labeled IS, the currents of the DG unit itself IDG and the feeder currents after the DG
unit IL.

Table 1. Split-link converter parameters.

fswitch Cdc Iref Vdc Lf Cf

20 kHz 10 mF 25 A 700 V 2 mH 5 µF

Figure 2. Distribution feeder with resistive load, DG unit and non-linear load.

Table 2. BAXB cable parameters.

Ra,b,c Rn L Ra,b,c/X Inom

0.410 Ω/km 0.713 Ω/km 0.243 mH/km 5.37 255 A

Figure 3 shows the control scheme of the split-link converter used for this simulation.
Here, all quantities are in the time domain, i.e., they are not phasor representations. Time-
domain variables in absolute quantities are written by using large letters, where variables
in relative quantities are written by using small letters. Set-points of control loops are
denoted with a hat symbol. The PI-type dc bus voltage controller (top left) compares the
measured dc bus voltage Vdc with a set-point value V̂dc and determines the conductance g,
which serves as the amplitude of the reference currents. This voltage controller balances
the dc power from the energy source Idc and the ac power injected into the grid. The grid
voltages Vg,a, Vg,b and Vg,c (left) are measured between phase and neutral on the connection
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points of the converter. In general, these voltages contain harmonics as the distribution grid
is considered non-ideal. Therefore, a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is used to determine the
fundamental components sin θa, sin θb and sin θc of the measured grid voltages Vg,a, Vg,b
and Vg,c, where θa, θb and θc are the angles of their respective fundamental components.
Please note that these angles are not phasor angles, but varying time-domain quantities.
Figure 4 schematically shows the PLL used in the simulations, which is based on [20].
A Clarke/Park transformation is used to transform the three grid voltages to the rotating
reference frame voltages Vq and Vd. Here, the Park transformation uses the estimated angle,
which is fed back from the output of the PLL on the right. The ratio between the voltages
Vq and Vd is a measure for the error on the angle estimation. A PI controller regulates this
error to zero by adjusting the estimated electrical pulsation ω. The estimated pulsation is
integrated to determine the estimated angle. A fixed set value ωset equal to the nominal
grid pulsation of 2 π 50 Hz is added to the estimated pulsation as a feedforward to stabilize
the control loop. A fixed compensating angle θcomp is added to the final output to correct
for a small and constant steady-state error on the angle estimation. The final estimated
angle θ equals that of the reference phase a and varies with time. The angles of the phases
b and c are calculated by shifting over 2π/3 and 4π/3 respectively.

+
-

+
-

+
-

Figure 3. Converter control scheme.

Figure 4. Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) schematic.

The fundamental components sin θa, sin θb and sin θc are multiplied with the conduc-
tance g results in the primary sinusoidal terms g sin θ of the reference currents ÎDG,a, ÎDG,b
and ÎDG,c, which are in phase with the fundamental components of the grid-voltage. This
gives the converter a power factor of one with respect to the fundamental components
of voltage and current. These primary terms allow the DG unit to inject the correct ac
power into the grid, and thus, to maintain the dc bus voltage Vdc on its set-point level.
The current control block performs PI current control for each phase current, assisted by
a feedforward for stabilization. The outputs of this current control block are the duty
ratios of each converter leg, which are transformed to actual switching signals by the Pulse
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Width Modulator (PWM). The PWM modulator used in the simulations has a symmetric
triangular reference waveform and synchronous uniform sampling.

To improve the power quality, a secondary term is added to each reference current
value. These secondary terms are obtained by measuring the currents IL,a, IL,b and IL,c
which are present in the feeder part after the DG unit. This will give the DG unit an APF
function, which results in the following set-point currents ÎDG,a, ÎDG,b and ÎDG,c :

ÎDG,a = g sin θa − IL,a

ÎDG,b = g sin θb − IL,b

ÎDG,c = g sin θc − IL,c (2)

In the simulation, the currents IL,b and IL,c are zero due to the absence of a load on
phases b and c behind the DG unit. The current IL,a is distorted due to the non-linear load,
i.e., it contains a dc component, a fundamental component and several harmonics. The
purpose of adding the measured current signals IL,a, IL,b and IL,c to the DG-unit current
set-points (2) is that the converter will deliver the distorted current of the non-linear load,
so that they are not present in the feeder to the left of the DG-unit. The result is an improved
power quality in the first part of the distribution feeder, i.e., before the connection of the
DG unit. As the current IS is less distorted, harmonics in the grid-voltage are also mitigated.
This APF technique is similar to the harmonic current compensation methods described
in [5,21–24]. The difference is that not only harmonic currents but also the complete non-
linear load current is added to the desired currents and thus compensated (as long as the
current does not reach the maximum value). Therefore, the converter will also deliver the
dc component of IL,a.

Figure 5 shows the simulation results. During the first half of the simulation, the
filtering function is disabled, and the converter injects purely sinusoidal currents into the
grid. Therefore, the neutral-wire current In of the converter is zero. The current IL of
the non-linear load is a sine-wave when the grid-voltage is positive, and zero when the
grid-voltage is negative. This results in a distortion of the current IS in phase a, which
is shown in bold. Half-way the simulation, the APF function is enabled. The converter
starts delivering the distorted current of the NLL. The currents IS become symmetric and
sinusoidal, so that the power quality is improved in the first part of the distribution feeder.
Consequently, the neutral-wire current In of the converter does not remain zero when
the APF is enabled. Because the non-linear load is a single-phase load, the IL,a current is
present in the neutral wire of the split-link converter. Also, at the end of the simulation, a
decrease in the current IS can be noticed. The cause of this is that the DG unit decreases the
fundamental component of its current waveforms to maintain the original energy balance.
As the currents delivered by the DG unit are no longer symmetric, the total power injected
into the grid is no longer constant, which translates into a visible variation in the dc bus
voltage Vdc.

These simulation results show that currents can be present in the neutral wire when
the split-link converter is programmed with the APF function presented in (2). In this par-
ticular case, the neutral-wire current contains a dc component, a fundamental component
and harmonics. Not all APF functions result in neutral-wire currents [25]. Aside from
the aforementioned harmonic current compensation technique (2), the harmonic voltage
damping technique [26] and the instantaneous PQ-strategy [27–29], are also known to
result in dc and ac currents in the neutral wire. Following the concept of a smart DG unit,
capable of improving the power quality in a distributed manner, the possible delivery of
neutral-wire currents to the grid is an advantage. For the split-link converter, this requires
a proper mid-point balancing technique. The neutral-wire current can be seen as the super-
position of a dc part In,dc and an ac part In,ac. In the above simulation, the dc current In,dc
is a desired component in the APF function to improve the power quality. However, a dc
current can be undesired as well. For instance, an offset error in the current measurements
can introduce an unwanted dc component in the current control loops, resulting in dc
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currents injected into the grid. Therefore, these measurement errors also result in unwanted
dc currents In,dc in the neutral wire. Although these can be reduced by accurate calibration
of the measurements, they can never be avoided completely.
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Figure 5. Distribution grid simulation results: (a) source currents IS, (b) load current IL,a, (c) DG-unit
currents IDG, (d) DG-unit neutral-wire current In, (e) DG-unit dc bus voltage Vdc. Three-phase
currents are denoted in blue, yellow and orange.

2.3. Mid-Point Balancing Techniques

To use the split-link converter, the influence of neutral-wire currents In on the mid-
point voltage must be actively compensated. The general idea of this compensation is to
inject an additional compensating current Icomp into the mid-point. There are two options
for this injection.

The first option is to use the neutral wire and the grid itself for this compensating
current, since it is already connected to the mid-point. The advantage is that the converter
circuit is not altered. However, the compensating current will flow through the grid, which
could be a disadvantage depending on the cause of the mid-point voltage unbalance. If the
unbalance is caused by a dc component In,dc, the compensating current would be opposite
to this dc component and the amount of dc current injected into the grid through the
neutral wire would reduce to zero. If the unbalance is caused by one of the ‘minor causes’,
this method would increase the amount of dc current injected into the grid, although this
current would be small in practice. The second option is to alter the converter circuit and
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inject the compensating current into the mid-point via an added conductor and an active
balancing circuit. This increases the circuit complexity, and thus the cost. On the other
hand, it brings more flexibility and functionality to the DG unit to provide power quality
enhancement, as will be shown further in this article.

As an example of the first option, Zero-Sequence Current Injection (ZSCI) will be
studied [15,16]. Another example of the first option is hysteresis band shifting of the
current control [30,31]. This is only applicable if hysteresis controllers are used and has
the same working principle as the aforementioned ZSCI method. Therefore, the hysteresis
band shifting will not be considered in this article. As an example of the second option,
the usage of a Half-Bridge Chopper (HBC) will be treated [10,17]. Another example of the
second option is the use of two separate choppers, i.e., a boost and a buck chopper [32].
In [32], this has been used for a multi-level converter fed by a dc voltage source. Regarding
the subject of this article, a two-level converter fed by a dc current source, this method
would only result in an increased circuit complexity when compared to the HBC method.
Therefore, it will not be considered further in this article as well.

Both ZSCI and HBC have been described in the literature. It is, however, not yet clear
when which method is most appropriate. Also, detailed mathematical models have not
been determined before in the discrete time domain. These models will be calculated in the
Z domain here, which allows accurate design of the voltage control loops and implemen-
tation in digital control. Using simulations and experimental results, the advantages and
disadvantages of each method will be clarified such that a sound choice between the two
methods can be made in a practical application.

3. Zero-Sequence Current Injection

This section describes the ZSCI mid-point balancing technique. A discrete time domain
model is derived which allows the tuning of the controller in the Z domain. This model is
validated by means of a simulation model.

3.1. Description of the Technique

In Figure 3, it is shown that the duty ratio of each phase is determined by current
control loops. These control loops ensure that the converter injects the desired currents
and ac power into the grid. When the ZSCI method is used, a value Icomp/3 is added
to the input of the current control loop of each phase. Hence, the converter will inject
an additional zero-sequence current Icomp/3 into the grid. This will result in a returning
current Icomp in the neutral wire, influencing the voltage of the mid-point. The value of
Icomp is determined by the control scheme of Figure 6. The voltage unbalance ∆Vdc is
measured and filtered with a Low-Pass Filter (LPF) to leave only the low-frequent (mainly
dc) component of ∆Vdc. This serves as an input for the proportional-integral controller
which calculates the compensating current Icomp. In [15,16], a proportional controller was
used in the control scheme. In the present article, a soft integral action is added to prevent
a steady-state offset in ∆Vdc.

+

-

Figure 6. Zero-sequence Current Injection control scheme.

The LPF is necessary to prevent the ZSCI method from compensating ac fluctuations
in ∆Vdc. This compensation would require that In,ac is reduced to zero by the injection of
Icomp, which hinders most APF methods and is therefore undesired. The LPF does not
prevent the ZSCI method from reducing In,dc to zero. When using the ZSCI method, In,dc
must be reduced to zero to control the mid-point voltage. Therefore, this method does not
allow dc currents in the neutral wire, although they could be desired by the APF method.
Depending on the desired filtering functionality, this is a considerable drawback of ZSCI
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and limits the flexibility of the converter. Furthermore, the LPF reduces the reaction speed
of the ZSCI method. On the other hand, the advantage of this method is that no additional
components need to be added to the converter topology.

3.2. Discrete Time Domain Modeling

The ZSCI mid-point control method can be described in the discrete time domain by
using the Z transformation and dimensionless parameters. When using digital control, a
discrete time domain model of the system is more accurate than a classical Laplace domain
representation, allowing a better control tuning. The dc bus voltage reference Vdc,ref and
current reference Iref are chosen as reference values for the dimensionless parameter system.
Variables in relative quantities are written by using small letters.

Figure 7 shows the ZCSI method as a voltage control loop. The left part (blue) of
the control loop is calculated in the digital discrete time domain with a time step Ts. The
right part (green) is the physical system in the continuous time domain. The control loop
has a dimensionless voltage unbalance ∆v̂dc = 0 as a set-point and ∆vdc as output. The
control output Icomp is then further regulated by a closed loop PI current controller, which
is considerably faster than the mid-point voltage control. The voltage unbalance ∆vdc is
calculated from the measurements of Vdc,u and Vdc,l obtained with a sampling period Ts.
The sampling period Ts is chosen equal to the switching period of the converter because
the sampling is synchronized to the PWM signals. The difference ∆v̂dc−∆vdc is filtered
by the first-order LPF with a cut-off pulsation ωc. The LPF transfer function F(z) in the
discrete time domain is given by:

F(z) =
A z + A

z− B
(3)

where A and B are defined as follows:

A =
Ts ωc

2 + Ts ωc
; B =

2− Ts ωc

2 + Ts ωc
(4)

+_

Figure 7. Zero-sequence Current Injection control loop.

The PI controller is described by the transfer function GPI(s) in the Laplace domain
and contains two parameters Kp and Ki:

GPI(s) = Kp +
Ki

s
(5)

For a digital implementation however, the PI controller should be written in the
discrete time domain:

GPI(z) = K
z− a
z− 1

(6)

This representation of the controller can be derived from the Laplace-domain equation
by application of the bilinear transformation or Tustin transformation. The result is a
transfer function containing two parameters K and a. The output of the PI controller is
the dimensionless compensating current icomp, which is used in the current control loops.
The converter will inject this zero-sequence current into the grid, which will return via the
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neutral wire and will influence the mid-point voltage. This influence is described by the
transfer function P(s) in the Laplace domain. Unlike the control, this is no longer a discrete
time process, so a Zero-Order Hold (ZOH) is introduced in the control loop. The ZOH has
the following transfer function Z(s) in the Laplace domain:

Z(s) =
1− exp(−s Ts)

s
(7)

Equation (1) can be used to describe the influence of Icomp on the mid-point volt-
age Vdc,l:

Icomp = 4 Cdc
dVdc,l

dt
(8)

The total dc bus voltage Vdc is assumed constant due to the bus voltage control loop
as described in Section 2.2, and equal to the sum of Vdc,u and Vdc,l. The derivative of the
voltage unbalance ∆Vdc can be expressed as a function of the derivative of Vdc,l:

d∆Vdc
dt

=
d
dt

(
Vdc,u −Vdc,l

)
=

d
dt

(
Vdc − 2Vdc,l

)
= −2

dVdc,l

dt
(9)

By using (8) and (9), the transfer function P(s) is calculated as:

P(s) =
∆vdc
icomp

=
∆Vdc/Vdc,ref

Icomp/Iref
=

−Iref
2 Cdc Vdc,ref s

=
−1
τ s

(10)

The parameter τ = 2 Cdc Vdc,ref/Iref is the time constant of the integrating process.
The transfer functions Z(s) and P(s) can be transformed to the Z domain together as
follows:

Z{Z(s) · P(s)} = Z
{

1− exp(−s Ts)

s
· −1

τ s

}
= −Ts

τ

1
z− 1

(11)

Combined with F(z) from (3), a new transfer function H(z) is introduced:

H(z) = F(z) · Z{Z(s) · P(s)}

= −Ts

τ

A z + A
(z− 1)(z− B)

(12)

By using H(z), the control loop of Figure 7 can be simplified, which results in Figure 8.
By using this simplified control scheme, the parameters K and a of the PI controller GPI(z)
can be designed in the Z domain with classical Z domain control theory.

+_

Figure 8. Zero-Sequence Current Injection simplified control scheme.

3.3. Simulation Results

The ZSCI method was implemented in the Matlab/Simulink simulation model of the
split-link converter, as presented in Section 2. Table 3 shows the simulation parameters.
The PI controller is designed by using Matlab SisoTool and H(z) (12), which results in:

GPI(z) = −1.65
z− 0.99922

z− 1
(13)
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Table 3. Simulation parameters.

ωc Ts Cdc Iref Vdc,ref Vdc

2 π 10 Hz 50 µs 1 mF 24 A 600 V 400 V

This controller has a bandwidth of 5 Hz and a phase margin of 37◦. The bandwidth of
5 Hz is close to the bandwidth of the bus voltage controller, which should be sufficiently
low to avoid fast power fluctuations at the converter output. To investigate the validity
of the Z domain model of Figure 7, the step-responses of the simulation model and the
Z domain model are compared. The set-point ∆V̂dc receives a step from 0 V to 2.5 V.
Figure 9 shows the result of this simulation. The circles represent the step-response from
the simulation model, while the crosses represent the step-response from the Z domain
model. It is clear that both step-responses have a good correspondence, which shows the
validity of the Z domain model.

0
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1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Figure 9. Zero-Sequence Current Injection step-response (simulation). Circles: simulation model,
Crosses: Z domain model.

In the next simulation, the split-link converter was programmed as an APF, using
the harmonic voltage damping technique [21,26]. The grid-voltage was distorted with a
zero-sequence third harmonic of 10% of the rms value. Because of the used control strategy,
the converter reacts by absorbing third harmonic currents to dampen the voltage harmonics
through the voltage drop over the grid impedance. This third harmonic current causes
a current in the neutral wire. The ZSCI should not interfere with this current, since it is
a desired ac component, needed for the APF technique. The neutral-wire current causes
a small ripple on the mid-point voltage, which is tolerated. In contrast, the ZSCI should
react on a dc error of the mid-point voltage. To stress-test and verify the ZSCI control, a
severe and sudden artificial current measurement error of −2 A in each phase is simulated
at t = 0.3 s. This leads to a current of 2 A injected in each phase, −6 A in the neutral wire
and a 1.5 kV/s increase of the mid-point voltage. The ZSCI should prevent the mid-point
voltage from deviating from the 200 V set-point, by adjusting Icomp to 6 A. The current
measurement error is then compensated.

Figure 10 shows the result of this simulation. Before t = 0.3 s, there is no voltage
unbalance and Icomp is approximately zero. A small third harmonic is visible in ∆Vdc due
to the APF function. The sudden current measurement error occurs at t = 0.3 s. The voltage
unbalance ∆Vdc starts to decline, which causes the ZSCI to react by rising Icomp. In steady
state, the voltage unbalance ∆Vdc restored to 0 V while Icomp equals 6 A as predicted. This
shows that the ZSCI can control the mid-point voltage during a severe disturbance.
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Figure 10. Simulated effect of an artificial current measurement error on the ZSCI control: (a) Voltage
unbalance ∆Vdc, (b) Compensating current Icomp.

4. Half-Bridge Chopper

This section describes the HBC mid-point balancing technique. Analogously to the
previous section, a discrete time domain model is derived and validated by means of a
simulation model.

4.1. Description of the Technique

In the Half-Bridge Chopper (HBC) mid-point control method, the circuit is altered to
inject the compensating current through an additional chopper, instead of using the neutral
wire itself [10,17]. Similar active compensation circuits exist for other converter topologies,
e.g., for half-bridge boost choppers [33]. Figure 11 shows the split-link converter topology
with additional chopper circuit. The half-bridge chopper consists of the switches S7, S8
and the inductor Lch. This chopper is controlled with a current control loop and injects the
compensating current Icomp into the mid-point. The set-point value of this current control
loop is determined by the voltage unbalance ∆Vdc.

Figure 11. Split-link converter with half-bridge chopper as an active mid-point balancing circuit.

Figure 12 shows the control scheme. The voltage unbalance ∆Vdc is measured and
sent directly to the PI voltage controller, which calculates the desired compensating current
Îcomp. The current controller then ensures that the chopper will deliver this current by
regulating the duty ratio δch. A major difference between the ZSCI method and the HBC
method is the absence of a Low-Pass Filter. This LPF is not required here because the HBC
is not capable of interfering with APF functions. The advantage hereof is that the HBC can
compensate ac fluctuations in ∆Vdc (limited by the bandwidth of the voltage and current
controller) as the HBC does not influence the currents that are injected into the grid by the
converter.
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+_
+

-

Figure 12. Half-Bridge Chopper control scheme.

Another difference between ZSCI and HBC is that the HBC method does not com-
pensate dc currents in the neutral wire. If these dc currents are undesired, e.g., caused by
current measurement errors, this is a disadvantage. However, if it is desired to inject dc
currents into the grid by the used APF functions, the HBC method does not prevent this.
Therefore, the HBC method offers more flexibility than the ZSCI method and allows the
full use of APF functions such as the one described in Section 2.2. This may justify the
higher cost of the converter.

4.2. Discrete Time Domain Modeling

Just like the ZSCI method, the HBC method can be described in the discrete time
domain by using the Z transformation and dimensionless parameters. Figure 13 shows
the voltage control loop, in which the left part (blue) is calculated in the digital discrete
time domain with a time step Ts while the right part (green) is the physical system in the
continuous time domain. The only difference with the ZSCI control loop of Figure 7 is the
absence of an LPF. Therefore, just like the ZSCI control loop, the HBC control loop can be
simplified to Figure 8. Please note that again, the current control is sufficiently faster than
the mid-point voltage control. The transfer function H(z) must be redefined as follows:

H(z) = Z{Z(s) · P(s)} = −Ts

τ

1
z− 1

(14)

+_

Figure 13. Half-Bridge Chopper control loop.

By using this simplified control scheme and the new definition of H(z), the parameters
K and a of the PI controller GPI(z) can be designed in the Z domain with the classical
control theory.

4.3. Simulation Results

The Half-Bridge Chopper was implemented in the simulation model with the same Ts,
Cdc, Iref, Vdc,ref and Vdc values as for the ZSCI simulations in Section 3.3. The PI controller
was designed as follows:

GPI(z) = −14
z− 0.986

z− 1
(15)

The controller has a bandwidth of 56 Hz and a phase margin of 51◦. Compared
with the PI controller of the ZSCI method given in Section 3.3, the bandwidth can be
significantly higher because the HBC method does not use a LPF filter. This improves the
reaction speed of the HBC method. To investigate the validity of the Z domain model
of Figure 13, the step-responses of the simulation model and the Z domain model are
compared. The set-point ∆V̂dc receives a step from 0 V to 2.5 V. Figure 14 shows the result
of this simulation. The circles represent the step-response from the simulation model,
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while the crosses represent the step-response from the Z domain model. Again, both
step-responses have a good correspondence, which shows the validity of the model.

0
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Figure 14. Half-Bridge Chopper step-response (simulation). Circles: simulation model, Crosses: Z
domain model.

In the next simulation, the harmonic voltage damping technique [21] was used as
an APF function. Figure 15 shows the result of this simulation. Again, the grid-voltage
was distorted with a zero-sequence third harmonic of 10%. The converter will react by
absorbing third harmonic currents, which are present in the neutral wire. These currents
cause a small ripple on the mid-point voltage, which will be reduced by the HBC method
by injecting an ac current into the mid-point, without interfering with the APF functionality
(notice the scale of the figure). To verify the reaction of the HBC, a severe and sudden
artificial current measurement error of −2 A in each phase is simulated. The HBC should
prevent the mid-point voltage from deviating too much from 200 V, by adjusting Icomp to
6 A, just like the ZSCI method did under the same circumstances.

The sudden current measurement error occurs at t = 0.3 s. The voltage unbalance
∆Vdc starts to decline, which causes the HBC to react by rising Icomp. In steady state, the
voltage unbalance ∆Vdc restored to 0 V while Icomp meanly equals 6 A as predicted. Also,
an ac component is present in Icomp. The reason for this is that the HBC can compensate
an ac component in ∆Vdc. This simulation shows that the HBC can control the mid-point
voltage during a severe disturbance.

0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6

−40
−20
0
20

(a)

0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6
0
5
10
15

(b)

Figure 15. Effect of an artificial current measurement error on the HBC control: (a) Voltage unbalance
∆Vdc, (b) Compensating current Icomp.

A major difference with the ZSCI method is that the converter keeps injecting a dc
current of 2 A into the grid in each phase. The neutral-wire current of 6 A is now diverted
from the bus capacitors and bypassed through the chopper. This is in large contrast with
the ZSCI method, where this neutral-wire current would be completely compensated. This
compensation is desired in the case of a current measurement error but undesired when
the dc current originates from an APF function.
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5. Experimental Validation

The ZSCI and HBC mid-point balancing techniques were experimentally validated
on a laboratory split-link converter. Table 4 shows the values used for the test setup. The
switches are IGBTs and the converter was controlled by a 16-bit 56F8367 Motorola DSP. The
dc bus was powered by a Sorensen SGI600/17C, used as a current source. The grid-voltage
was created with a Spitzenberger & Spies PAS15000 three-phase mains voltage simulator.

Table 4. Test-setup values.

Ts Cdc Vdc Lf and Lch Cf Vgrid

50 µs 1 mF 400 V 2.1 mH 5 µF 115 V

5.1. No Mid-Point Control

In the first measurement, the converter is injecting three-phase balanced sinusoidal
currents into the grid, while no APF functions are enabled. In this situation, the only
possible cause of neutral-wire currents are current measurement offsets. The current
measurements were carefully calibrated before this test. Figure 16 shows the result of this
experiment. Initially, the ZSCI method is used to control the mid-point. The mid-point
voltage is well controlled, as the voltage unbalance ∆Vdc is zero. At t = 50 ms, the ZSCI
is disabled, causing the voltage unbalance ∆Vdc to rise. The unbalance increases with
a slope corresponding to a neutral-wire dc current of 50 mA, caused by small current
measurement offsets. At first, the currents remain sinusoidal. At t = 255 ms however, the
current control is no longer stable. At t = 345 ms, the converter shuts down and the IGBT’s
stop receiving gate signals. The free-wheel diodes start conducting and the converter
becomes a natural passive rectifier. This measurement shows that the mid-point control
is absolutely necessary to use the split-link converter in practice. Even calibrated current
measurements can cause a small dc current in the neutral wire which destabilizes the
mid-point voltage rapidly.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350
0

50

100

150

(a)

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

−5

0

5

(b)

Figure 16. Disabling mid-point control at t = 50 ms (experimental): (a) voltage unbalance ∆Vdc,
(b) DG-unit three-phase currents IDG in blue, yellow and orange.

5.2. Zero-Sequence Current Injection

The response of the ZSCI method is verified experimentally by introducing a sudden
artificial current measurement offset error of −0.732 A in each phase at t = 100 ms. This
results in an additional current of 0.732 A in each phase and a current of −2.196 A in the
neutral wire. Just like in the simulation results presented in Section 3.3, the ZSCI method
should regulate Icomp to 2.196 A to compensate the current measurement error. Figure 17
shows the result of this measurement. The voltage unbalance ∆Vdc rises at t = 100 ms but is
quickly stabilized by the ZSCI. The compensating current Icomp reaches 2.196 A in steady
state, as predicted. This measurement shows that the ZSCI method succeeds in stabilizing
the mid-point voltage in practice.
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Figure 17. Effect of a current measurement error on ZSCI on t = 100 ms (experimental): (a) Voltage
unbalance ∆Vdc, (b) Compensating current Icomp.

5.3. Half-Bridge Chopper

An identical experiment is performed to validate the HBC method. Figure 18 shows
the result of this measurement. Again, at t = 100 ms, the voltage unbalance starts to rise due
to the artificially introduced current measurement error. The chopper reacts by injecting
current into the mid-point. In steady state, this current Icomp reaches 2.196 A, as predicted.
Just like the ZSCI method, the HBC method succeeds in stabilizing the mid-point voltage
in practice. It should be noted that the HBC method reaches the steady-state condition
faster than the ZSCI method. The reason for this is the LPF used for the ZSCI, as this LPF
reduces the bandwidth of the voltage control loop.
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Figure 18. Effect of a current measurement error on HBC on t = 100 ms (experimental): (a) Voltage
unbalance ∆Vdc, (b) Compensating current Icomp.

6. Conclusions

In this article, the three-phase four-wire split-link converter is proposed as a multi-
functional converter topology for smart DG units. By implementing an APF technique in
the converter control, the power quality can be improved in a distributed manner. The
split-link converter has a simpler topology and control compared to alternative topologies,
e.g., the four-leg converter. However, the mid-point of the split dc bus capacitors must
be actively balanced to ensure an equal voltage over both capacitors. Two balancing
techniques, i.e., the injection of zero-sequence currents and the use of a half-bridge chopper
have been analyzed and compared. For both, a discrete time domain model is derived
which allows the design of the controllers for digital implementation. The techniques are
validated with simulations and experiments.

The ZSCI technique requires no hardware adjustment to the converter topology.
However, the converter is unable to inject dc currents into the grid, which is a drawback
for certain APF techniques. The necessity of a low-pass filter in the control loop results in
a reduction of the control bandwidth, leading to a slower response. However, for most
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applications the response of the ZSCI is sufficiently fast. Finally, ac fluctuations in ∆Vdc
cannot be compensated using ZSCI as this would require compensating ac currents passing
through the grid, which is undesired and hinders the APF function. Therefore, the dc
link capacitance should be sufficiently large to mitigate these ac fluctuations. The use of a
half-bridge chopper increases the circuit complexity, and thus cost. However, it offers a
few advantages, such as the capability to inject dc currents into the grid. This functionality
is required by certain APF techniques, and makes the split-link converter equipped with a
half-bridge chopper a more multi-functional topology. Moreover, the half-bridge chopper
exhibits a faster response in mitigating mid-point voltage unbalances, as no low-pass filter
is present in the control loop. Also, ac fluctuations in ∆Vdc can be compensated, since
the compensating currents do not have to pass through the grid, but are injected by the
half-bridge chopper into the mid-point directly.
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